May 2021 Rory Duff newsletter

After my last rather lengthy newsletter, I had not expected to be writing one for May. It seems that
this was not a decision that was entirely up to me as events and information have come along in the
last few weeks that really needed to be shared. I would now ask that you to do the same should you
feel you would like to.
In this newsletter I want to focus on some positive information as I believe that mankind has a
wonderful future ahead of us as long as we stay positive ourselves and do one or two things
individually and in groups.
We do still though need to keep a grip on the reality around us though, so in the science section of
this newsletter, there is an update for you on what is really being discovered about the great
pandemic hoax that is being played upon us by the E’epa – the deceivers.
It is so shocking that I have had to break it up into two sections.
The first focuses on the deception and how they have tried to cover up the reality that now faces
mankind which is the increasing cosmic rays. In my last newsletter I went into the good and not so
good side to this and where I wrote about Tesla’s thoughts on Action and Reaction in nature.
I have added the second section of this reality at the end of this newsletter in the Extra section. This
looks at what has been going on in Europe where they have been recording deaths and adverse
reactions to the vaccine. You may need to prepare yourself in order to stay positive when reading
this.
Both of these parts have been reported by my friend who is the go to ‘Stats’ man with all these
things. All I have done is to add some comments. I have also made some deliberate spelling changes
in order to avoid having this information picked up and suppressed by online ‘bots’.

This information really needs to get out there and known by many more people. Don’t expect
anything different to happen though. The E’epa will keep on denying and lying for that is their way.
We should not be concerned about this though. All we need to do is to let them know that we know.

Around 12 years ago there were discussions arising amongst a group of my friends around the
concept of Nature churches - this being something we would love to see in the future. I am not quite
sure now how this thinking started but it was felt at the time to be something that would be warmly
welcomed.
What you can see in the above image is the closest example of this concept that I have come across.
It is by no means new as there are many of these Forest churches in this country. I stumbled across
this information last month and had to explore it further – especially when I saw a link to the energy
lines and their nodes & us working together in groups in the future. This, I think, was what had
started our thoughts off around nature churches. I have therefore added a section on this in this
newsletter as it provides us with a theme – trees on hill tops where there are sacred sites. It also
now allows me to introduce you to some more information about the Worlds Emperor Dragons and
one of the World’s 2nd order nodes – which even has a Knights Templar link to it.

In the Earth energies section I take a look at a rarely visited St Michael and St Mary energy line node
in Oxfordshire. Following up on some synchronicity, I had to go there for the first time myself to
check a couple of things. Hopefully, you will see the earlier mentioned theme emerging here too.
This will hopefully one day make a wonderful place for a harmony time gathering.

In the book section, further synchronicity shone through in the first couple of pages and I wanted to
share this with you. At the moment it was enough for me to go on and read the book. I have not
finished it yet. Whether it is right for you to read or not is also discussed. It nicely provides an
example of how we should treat information we come across. Just because it is an excellent book, it
does not mean that everything in it is right.
All too often after we invest time into reading and learning, we can choose to accept what is written
as gospel. This can never be the case and I include my writing in this category too. I try and attempt
to write the truth as best as I can – but we can never fully know the truth and new information
keeps coming along that may make some of the things we wrote originally incorrect.
It is our job to read and to intuitively glean which parts of a book resonate with us and to then
investigate these areas further. The great thing about this book, so far, is that several synchronicities
have arisen from it and it is filled with really interesting bits of knowledge that I think many people
will appreciate.
In the Social media section this time I have added some links to videos that I have been drawn to
watch in these last four weeks. I have added notes and time points in case you find yourself drawn

to watching them too. Again they all seem to support the theme and tone of this letter as well as
where mankind is heading.

First though, I would like to start by outlining something that is occurring right now in the World and
how this has been foreseen.

The Great Separation
In my previous newsletters, I have written that we should look to separate, or at least distance
ourselves, from those who think differently from us. This should only be the case though if we have
in mind the need to do this for the benefit of everyone. It is possible now that the bible, and other
prophets from other parts of the World, has predicted this separation.
The original 4th century Latin bible – the Vulgate bible is the only place to go in order to find the
biblical teachings. Later versions are filled with purposely mistranslated teachings of the prophets,
the disciples and the apostles. The Vulgate bible has the same problem but to a lesser extent,
especially if we translate the Latin ourselves. It therefore still retains some snippets of information
we can perhaps learn from if we dig deep into some if its chapters.
The final book of the bible Revelations, for example, is filled with clues in regards to what we are
about to go through. I cover these in my group discussion modules which are nearly ready but not
quite yet.
It is not John’s ‘Revelations’ that I want to cover now though, but some verses from the gospel of
Matthew. If they are not quite familiar to you, it is probably because you will have heard read the
17th century king James 6th bible version (King James the 6th of Scotland was also King James the 1st
of England – but hey I am Scottish).
In these particular lines, we hear Matthew referring to what happened just before Noah experienced
the great flood. There is an indication here that some similar great event is also going to happen
again. It is this repetition that gives us the indication that this is part of some cyclical activity. From
what we know about studying long term prophecies, they are always built upon long term cycles.
It is in the next chapter that he writes about a ‘separation between people’. In the later versions of
the bible the concept of a Judgement day has been added – so we perhaps need to discard this part.
This ‘cyclical’ event is also linked to ‘the coming of the Lord’ and ‘the coming of the son of man’. The
Latin used here for Lord is ‘Dominus’ which more correctly translated means ‘Teacher’. In the gnostic
gospels the snake in the Garden of Eden was called the Teacher and we know that Serpents are
known in many cultures as instructors.
So, in regards to what is coming again this, to me, looks as though there are two different
predictions here.

One prediction seems to be about a very holy spiritual person, born here in our time, will be coming
into the World. I sense that this ‘coming’ would be a form of ‘becoming known about’ (If I was to
guess it might be someone from India).
The other prediction, to me, sounds like the coming again of a great teacher. It is here that, I think,
we are now back in Emperor Dragon territory and their return to the Earth in 2017. The one thing we
know about Energy lines is that by meditating on them and connecting with the Universal
consciousness, it is how we can be taught new things. These are the great instructors as they link us
to the intelligence of the divine.
To my mind these following passages are about these two arrivals and a coming separation. This
now fits with many other prophecies. It is now my belief that right now we are at that moment of
separation. Anyway, see what you think. The following is a direct translation from the Latin Vulgate
bible verses.
Note the following parts of the first two sentences:- ‘And as in the days of Noe’ &’As in the days
before the flood’. This is a reflection on the past that is being used to speak about something similar
happening again – in other words this must be some kind of cyclical event if the prophecy is going to
have any ounce of truth. The words ‘So shall’, ‘One shall’ & ‘He shall’ now show the predicted
events.
Matthew ch24 v37-42
“And as in the days of Noe, so shall also the coming of the Son of man be. For, as in the days before
the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, even till that day in which
Noe entered into the ark: And they knew not till the flood came and took them all away: so also shall
the coming of the Son of man be. Then two shall be in the field. One shall be taken and one shall be
left. Two women shall be grinding at the mill. One shall be taken and one shall be left. Watch ye
therefore, because you know not what hour your (Teacher) Lord will come.” (RD – it is my translation
in the brackets)
Matthew ch25 V32 “And all nations shall be gathered together before him: and he shall separate
them one from another, as the shepherd separateth the sheep from the goats”
In the past we read of this great separation involving some judgement day when some are saved and
others are not depending on their sins. Because this was an addition in the later versions of the
bible, I think we can now exclude this. Noah was associated with a great flood, but what we hear
about these great cyclical events, their associated disasters are not always the same and more
importantly the physical effects are different all over the World. (More on these possibilities in a
future newsletter).
What we are left with here is the thinking that there will be groups of people who start to turn
inwardly in a spiritual way, in order to prepare themselves for what is coming, and with the view of
doing this in order to help everyone else as well. These will be the rest of the people in the World
who will just be trying to carry on doing what they have always been doing in amidst all the
difficulties being presented to us all by the E’epa.

Some of the great Native American Indians of today, and the past, are now telling us to do the same
thing – that we must begin an inner spiritual journey because of what is coming. We need to purify
ourselves by fasting and praying/meditating.
If you look around the World right now, in every single country, there are people who have
awakened and are starTing to do this and there are people who are not yet able to make the change
to do this.
This, I believe, is the great separation and it is occurring right now. So there is nothing wrong with
this kind of separation and indeed it ought to be encouraged if only to help awaken others to the
opportunity.

I would like to now look further into the nature of how we might see this separation. I do this only to
so you can compare it to how we are likely going to be shown what the mainstream media will want
us to perceive it in the months and years to come.
I am also wishing to do this because the E’epa love their duality – good and evil – it’s how they divide
us. They will have already noticed this separation, so they will look to paint what is going on in a bad
way to deter others.

What we need to do is to be aware of the real dividing boundaries and what will be purposely made
vague in order to stop us seeing them so that they can present us with what they want the majority
of us to see and believe.
I want to also discuss this because the time has come to know which side we want to be on, and, in a
way that we can all be comfortable with.

The first dividing line (in the real separation) as I see it, is between those people who believe there
is a God and those that do not believe in God - or indeed any gods. Try as some might, no one can
actually sit on the fence here. There is also no duality here between a God and a Devil, the latter
was just made up.
The second dividing line is between moderate thinking people and extremist thinking people when
it comes to belief in God. There is no duality here either.
The distinction between these two states is whether or not you can accept another person’s point of
view or not.
Extremists for example believe that their God is the only true God to the exclusion of everyone else’s
God. Moderate thinking people on the other hand are quite happy to accept the Universality of God
and that different cultures have different ways of perceiving God and that they have every right to
maintain their own approach.
I hope all this sounds reasonable to you at this point.

A simple test of whether you are a moderate or an extremist is whether you would feel happy
worshipping, praying or meditating with people from other faiths and belief systems in an interfaith
way at the same time and in the same location.
Further delineation from here moves on to ‘Survival after death’. You either believe your mind/soul
continues to live on after death or you accept that when you are dead you are dead. There can be
no duality here either with one side accepting nothingness.
So far, I suspect that the majority of people reading this are people who accept the concept of God
(Divine intelligence, Universal Mind, Cosmic Consciousness etc) in a moderate thinking way and who
accept survival after death and who would be happy to pray or meditate in an interfaith manner.
Into this mix now, we must introduce Science. Mainstream physics and many other sciences have a
reductionist viewpoint when it comes to Mind and Brain function. Proponents of the ‘when you are
dead you are dead’ brigade state that mind must stem from Brain function alone. These people do
not accept the concept of survival after death and a whole host of other natural phenomena for the
simple reason that their big bang theory of creation and their theory of relativity cannot scientifically
accommodate it.
Some of these people though still think they believe in God but that this has to be, in some magical
way, outside the realms of science.
It is still fine that these people can choose to awaken and follow their thinking here but what we
need to be mindful of is that this magical way of thinking can lead to a blinkered viewpoint which
may bring difficulties of comprehension later on as things really start to change.
To me it seems blindingly obvious that the universal intelligence does what it does by using scientific
principles. (We may well be limited here to our own worldview of scientific laws due to the
constraints of our mind perceiving only this matter frequency World. Other laws are likely to be in
play on other matter frequency systems).
What I think is really going on here is a desire to control the mainstream scientific narrative by
controlling what is studied and researched and what is not. This is where we begin to find the
problem and the start of the interference here by the E’epa. It is unfortunately this that is leading to
the inner strife that some scientists have between what they study and how they fit that in with
their beliefs and own growing inner spiritual observations.

But there are other fully developed scientific theories that support the creation of God – a
universal creative mind, that also explain how that intelligence created the quantum World and
everything we now find in the large classical World. This also includes how ‘Survival of the mind after
death’ can occur.
This science actually underpins all our thinking in regards to our beliefs to the extent that they are
not really beliefs anymore but rather our understanding on the true nature of reality. It is of course
something that is not allowed to be promoted and good scientific papers on these subjects are

constantly getting refused for no solid reason in the peer review process to get into the science
journals. The peer review process of course is ultimately controlled via the E’epa.
If we are to now revisit where we sit in regards to this great separation and what is really dividing us,
it is the following:Those that believe in a universal intelligence that is at the heart of the true nature of reality and
those that do not.
We must now consider the role of the E’epa, the deceivers, here. Those at the top of their order
know this true nature of reality full well, and the existence of god. Their role though is to challenge
our weaknesses to help us overcome them. The majority of them, lower down their order, may not
be fully aware that they are here to help us though but we must view them as people helping us to
become better people ourselves.
We need to do this in order for us to be better prepared for what is to come. If we can do this, we
will be able to, in return, help those that are seemingly against us as well.
I point this out as a reminder here when you read about the Civod hoax that is being played out at
this time. Whatever negative emotions emerge within you – anger, fear, sadness, despair, you must
switch to their positive counterparts and hopefully knowledge of the true role of the E’epa will help
you do this.
What we must also consider here is that the next test for us will be an even bigger one and there are
several possible hoaxes on the horizon – human induced climate change (NB – It’s the Total particle
forcing and the solar particle forcing from the Sun and the combined effect on the earth global
electric circuit that governs our weather and it’s all cyclical), Alien attacks (NB – It’s unlikely there are
aliens from outer space travelling great distances – its far more likely that they exist and travel
through inner Space – this being through the different matter frequency Worlds), human rights &
freedom are the root of all evil – so must be stopped (NB- that time is approaching and countries
around the world are all at different stages – the aim of the E’epa is total control – the main reason is
they are not creative and hate change. Human freedom brings creativity and change and that
threatens them so they need to harness and control these changes).

Having now clarified how I see the separation and hoping that you see it roughly like that too, I want
to come back to what I think we need to do. It is really not that much. We must just stay positive and
pray and meditate in groups at sacred sites around the World.
It is one such potential place that I would like to write more about now.

Earth Energies

I have been wanting to visit this site now for over 20 years. I had read about it in Hamish Miller’s and
Paul Broadhurst’s seminal book ‘The Sun and the Serpent’, back in the 1990’s and, when I moved to
Wiltshire in 2000, I somehow never got to go here. This place is in Oxfordshire, the next door county,
and it is where another intersection of the St Michael and St Mary energy lines can be found.
The place is at the top of an old Iron Age hill fort and it is known now as Sinodun hill. The
photograph is taken from the next door hill called Wittenham clumps. (You will notice in the image
the theme I mentioned earlier – trees on hill tops that are sacred sites.)
Aside from wanting to visit this place for such a long time, two events occurred recently that had
now given me the nudge to do something and this was to check up on some specific energy lines
here.
The first acausally connected event was being asked to do a location check on a property around
2.5km to the North. One of the things that has to be done in a location check is to get some idea of
the energetic configuration of the area around the property.
My investigations into the surrounding energy lines and nodes led to finding out about some
fascinating ancient history. With some on line searching, I came across some research done on the
Dorchester cursus, henge and timber circles which were less than 1km away. These Bronze Age sites
showed that this was a large ceremonial place back then and it seemed to be connected to a rather
nice energy line node.
The image below was compiled by Archaeologists. The Henge is where the two semi circles are
shown. The cursus, a raised straight earth embankment, is outlined by the straight lines and the

dotted rings are the timber circles. Unfortunately they cannot be seen today because they have
been covered by reservoirs. However the energy lines that ran through the site were still there and I
have superimposed them on an aerial image below.

The blue lines are type 3 energy lines and you can see four pairs here running though the centre of
the Henge. This was clearly an ancient sacred site. What I have not shown on this image are the four
pairs of type 2 lines and the four pairs of type 1 lines that also run through here.

What you will notice though are two North South red lines. These are type 4 meridian lines. You can
read more about these in my social media post 254
(https://www.facebook.com/RoryDuffGeobiologist/posts/825146481337886)
There are only two pairs of type 4 North South meridians that run down through England. The other
pair runs through Anglesey and down through the Gower peninsula. I had mapped them many years
ago now on a larger scale and had known that this pair was headed for Sinodun hill.
At the Dorchester Henge though, I saw something that did not seem right from my experience with
these Meridian lines. Normally they run either side of a powerful central node is a protective way.
They rarely form part of the node themselves. Looking at the image above there had to be a reason
why they did not fall either side of the Dorchester Henge node. (I cannot rule out here that at some
time in the future these Meridians might wish to move to join the node – energy is dynamic and
changing and we are constantly learning)
What I wanted to find out was where they were in relation to the node that Hamish had found at
Sinodon Hill. One of the reasons I like to check on these things is to see if any repairs are needed Repairs essentially means moving the energy lines into positions which end up making up the best
possible potential energetic environment that an area can be in. (As to what ‘the best’ looks like this
has taken years to find out and the process still continues)
I also knew that back in the days when Hamish was dowsing, he was only interested in where the St
Michael and St Mary energy lines were located. What is now known is that these M&M lines are
type 4 lines and there are several types of energy line. There are other groups of lines with different
frequencies and characteristics – like the type 3, type 2 and type 1 lines. (For more details on all the
different types of energy lines, nodes and vortexes, I have a small pocked guidebook available. If you
have not bought it yet – please do not do so just yet as I am updating the guide with a 2nd edition
that should be available in June)
It was these type 4 meridians that I wanted also check at Sinodun hill to see if any of these needed
to be moved to either side of the node. I was also interested in how many pairs of these other types
of lines were there.
At Avebury and at Oliver’s castle in Wiltshire, both sites where the St Michael and St Mary lines node
at, we have similar powerful configurations – each with 8 pairs of type 3, 2 and 1 lines running
though the central node. Would it be the same at Sinodun?
I mentioned the first acausal event, but the second one came along shortly afterwards when a chap
(thanks Tim D.) connected up with me. He let me know of some wonderful meditative experiences
he had been having up at Sinodun hill and Blewbury hill to the South. We since met up at the spring
equinox harmony time at Oliver’s Castle and discussed the possiblity of having a harmony day
gathering at Sinodun hill.
With two signpost events like this cropping up, it meant at trip there to investigate further was
needed and I managed to do so this April.

When you go to a site for the first time to check the energy lines, there are procedures to follow in
order that you do not get lost with all the different lines. Nodes are areas where there is tremendous
overlapping of lines and it is easy for beginners to get confused between them all.
The first thing to do when you get to a site like this is take a wide circumambulatory walk around it
some distance away. You should start looking for the centres of the larger wider lines first. (I will be
starting my level 1 and 2 dowsing courses in the city of Bath again soon where I teach these things –
more on this later on in this newsletter). Having done that you move on to the smaller lines with
another walk around the site.
It was not long before I found the two type 4 meridians and the type 4 St Michael and St Mary lines
and the good news was that the node was still at the top of the hill in the wood and the meridians
were found running either side of it. (I will put images up in the School of Dowsing social media
pages https://www.facebook.com/groups/425140474738766 in due course when time allows).
I now had to find the type 3 lines and how many of these were up there. There was good news again
here as there were four pairs of these lines and they all ran through the node at the centre of the
wood. The same was true with the type 2 and type 1 lines.
This all took me about 45mins to do with two trips around the hill in a concentric pattern finishing at
the top. I could not have done this in this short amount of time without using the dowsing mapper
App. This brilliant and really helpful app was created by Tim Bowles
http://www.dowsingmapper.com/ Tim has made some great videos to show you how to quickly use
the app too. He lives in Australia where he is busy mapping his own local area.
The app is free to download and uses GPS and an aerial map so you can just make quick electronic
marks, add a direction to them, add a short title to them and colour code them. In the past I used to
carry Ordinance Survey maps and it took much longer finding out exactly where you were before
writing on them.
The day out was wonderful but there was a possible downside discovered in regards to what was
found at the hillfort. At the very top of the hill, where the wood is, the area is heavily fenced off.
Getting to the centre of the node would require scaling a gate, which they don’t want you to do
because it is padlocked. I will be seeking permission from Earth Trust, who are the guardians of this
location, to be able to run group meditations there in the future but this may not be possible. I will
let you know what I find in future newsletters in this regard.
In all my experience of repairing nodes, these energetic features like to be freely accessible as well
as well looked after. If access is refused, I am left, having to consider asking the highest source
possible, if the node wishes to be moved – in this case to the side of the wood at the top of the hill.
There is a perfect place there for a group of over 100 people to gather in meditation up there. The
wood would not be able to hold this number unfortunately as it has tree trunks down and it is filled
with undergrowth. That alone would make reaching the node very difficult and certainly hard to get
even 10-12 people around it.

However, there is the concept of nature churches in the back of my mind too and the idea of being
in a perfectly managed central circular environment surrounded by wonderful trees is something we
have to aim for.
I mention this purely so you can consider how you feel about moving nodes and the reasons for
when to do these things and when not to. (As to how this is done and the questions that should be
asked and the considerations at hand, some of these things are covered in my book Grail found. The
fine details of practically doing this are covered on my level 3 dowsing courses.)
If you know anyone that has done these courses and who has gone on to repair nodes, they will tell
you just how rewarding it feels when you have just repaired your first node.

Science
If you have been following my work for a while now you will know that I have been trying to draw
attention to the fact that our magnetic fields are lowering and this is causing more cosmic energy to
get through.
This cosmic energy hits our atmosphere and converts to neutrinos and gamma rays and it is these
that are causing changes to our planet right now as well as changes on the other planets in our solar
system. All scientists are telling us these things but it is just not getting reported on mainstream
media.

I am also not the only person who has been linking these changes up to a natural, roughly 12,000
year cycle where our solar system passes through the galactic current sheet. What is perhaps
something I was the first to pick up on, was that this seems to mirror large cycles in changes to our
consciousness – foreseen by mystics like Rudolf Steiner and many prophecies around the World.
This knowledge of what is really going on – in other words the truth – is very threatening to ‘Beings’
who do not want any change – in other words the ‘Beings’ who currently control some of our
current leaders in this World. I am talking now of the E’epa the deceivers who are adept at these
things.
What you are about to read comes from my friend who is one of the most highly skilled &
experienced statisticians on the planet who has worked at Government level and in the higher
echelons of the NHS. It is his words you are reading.
Using freely available data from places like the Office of National Statistics, he has uncovered just
what the truth is and how it has been disguised from us.
It is not about the Vuris.
Please now remember to try and move back to a positive state as soon as possible if you feel any
negativity coming on.

A good place to start here this is by taking a look at just what is going on with the levels of cosmic
energy we are getting right now- the following are his own words.

Uncorrected Cosmic Ray Flux
...is where it is at! I've downloaded 15-minute cosmic ray count values (neutron counts) from the lab
at Oulu for the period 1st Jan 1970 to 31st March 2021 and boiled these down into daily maxima and
minima. That super scary surgical spike I discovered in my posts 'Cosmic Conkers' and 'WTAF?' for
March 2020 is now corrected and has gone along with any notion of orbital weapons platforms
(though I bet they have them).
In doing this I discovered it is the uncorrected cosmic ray flux that matters since this is what is
actually being measured by the sensor up at Oulu (Cosmic ray observatory in Finland) and what is
managing to get to the ground. Oulu apply a massive correction to account for variation in
atmospheric pressure which is fine for physicists but not for anybody wanting to know what's hitting
our bodies!
I now present a slide showing just how different corrected and uncorrected data can be, and we now
see a massive rise in cosmic ray flux during February 2020 - these are neutrons smashing through
our bodies folks, and at a peak rate of 10,000 per minute! I have three words... DETOX, DETOX,
DETOX!
I am thus swinging firmly back to my cosmic CIVOD hypothesis. I suspect all types of influenza are
cosmic in origin, with the alleged vurises being nothing more than mislabelled exosomes that carry
pheromone-like bio-signals to warn others of elevated environmental stress (which is why we are all
2m apart).
More to come when I can find the time...

Rory Duff comment – Note the Vuris and Exosome sentence – more to come on this in this newsletter
The Long View
I've widened the time period so we get to see just how spectacularly intense the Feb 2020 burst of
cosmic radiation has been these last twenty years.

MASSIVE RESULT!!!!
I've bolted Oulu's daily neutron count data onto the weekly all cause mortality data provided by the
Office for National Statistics for England and Wales for 2010 - 2021 and have hit the jackpot.
Maximum daily neutron count turns out to be a highly statistically significant predictor of
mortality rate (deaths per 100k population) for each and every one of the age bands 45 - 64, 65 74, 75 - 84 and 85+ as well as for overall population and total respiratory deaths.
These are not fiddly little effects but are hitting p<0.001 in each case. I've done this using two
different modelling techniques (ARIMA and Temporal Causal Modelling) so we are looking at
something very robust indeed.
Observed vs. predicted charts are breathtaking, with my best model (85+ age group) explaining 64%
of the variation we see in the mortality figures.

The Big Slide
In the absence of sufficient time to do this subject justice what I've done this morning is to run my
ARIMA models for the prediction of mortality rates (deaths per 100k population) for the period w/b
2nd Jan 2010 - 29th Feb 2020. I'm not modelling past w/b 29th Feb 2020 as yet because of fiddling of
the numbers by ONS that may well throw the analysis.
This big slide below presents combined model outputs (observed and fitted values) for all cause
death, respiratory death, deaths age 85+, deaths age 75-84, deaths age 65-74, deaths age 45-74, and
deaths age 15-44. The word 'number' along the y-axis should really be 'mortality rate (deaths per
100k pop)' but is a daft system default I cannot edit.
Notice how well the model tracks mortality rate in all but the age 15-44 category, when the green
line becomes a weedy and somewhat feeble attempt at tracking what we observe.
As a general rule of thumb variation in neutron counts explain 28% - 41% of the long-term variation
we see in deaths. Neutron counts are not seasonal but our natural protective mechanism against
them (Vitamin D3 etc) is, hence seasonality.

Yes, but is it a whopper?
I have announced a "massive result" and revealed "The big slide" but the worry with any analysis like
this is that the answer may look all fine and dandy but it may only apply to the narrow range of data
used. I thus pulled out my truly big fishing rod, being weekly all cause death dating back to 1970.
Ordinary ARIMA time series analysis was also considered not butch enough, so I decided to flip to
using Temporal Causal Modelling. With 2,669 weekly observations of deaths per 100k population in
the pan along with weekly mean, maximum and minimum uncorrected cosmic ray count I swallowed
a swig of tea, crunched down hard on a ginger faring and hit the button...
I have landed Moby Dick. Moby Dick is a 2,669 week-long TCM model revealing maximum cosmic ray
flux to be a highly statistically significant Granger causal predictor of mortality in England & Wales
(p<0.001). Not only that but minimum cosmic ray flux also turns out to be a statistically significant
Granger causal predictor of mortality in England & Wales (p=0.002) i.e. extremes in cosmic ray flux
are what matter to biological life.
This model yields a smouldering R-square of 0.82 meaning 82% of the variation in the data is
accounted for. This is going some and means we can predict death by looking at how many have
died recently then looking up and counting the neutron bombardment that is the outfall of all high
energy collisions in the upper atmosphere.

Rory Duff comment
The ups and downs seen in the graph represent these seasonal deaths for each age group. As is
shown this is a remarkably correlation between what we find (observed red line) and what we find
modelled based on neutron count(fitted green line). In other words it is highly likely the deaths are
being caused by radiation and quite probably in several ways.
What seems to have happened is that the Earth received a massive dose of cosmic radiation in
February 2020 and this led to huge increases in lung inflammation and breathing difficulties and this
led to a large increase in deaths after this.
Investigations were quickly & secretly carried out and the cosmic radiation was immediately spotted
as the problem. Telling people this though was not an option as that would mean explanations were
needed and that would open up investigation into why and indeed what, if anything, could be done.
This would then lead to explaining to more people about the continued & ongoing lowering of the
magnetic fields and the very real possibility of this increase in radiation coming again and again and
making things worse. This would mean more deaths and growing levels of fear amongst the
population.
In addition to that, people would start wondering where was safest to life and where was most
dangerous and this would lead to large number of people trying to migrate from areas like Brazil
which, as was mentioned in my last newsletter, is sitting under a low magnetic anomaly.
Cosmic radiation was also sporadic and scattered and this explains how some areas of the World
have markedly higher deaths than nearby areas – a vuris would never leave an outcome like this, it
would be more spread out.
The decision was therefore made to blame the most logical vuris around – the normal flu like
coronavuris. If there were increases in radiation, they could always talk about more mutant strains
that had suddenly developed and were killing people.
This now also explains why herd immunity might never be reached and why shutdowns will come and
go over time as the controllers seek to minimise loss of life. You may be surprised at this last
statement because of their stated depopulation aims (Georgia guidestones), but the E’epa are
control freaks and like to do things their way and the right demographics are economically important
to them.
The problem they now had though was making the vuris believable and if deaths increased and
suddenly went away again, that would not fit the profile of a pandemic that they wanted to maintain
as their narrative.
What they therefore had to do was to come up with some statistics that would show how the
problem was still around and then how they were successfully dealing with it. This would then allow
them to come up with a highly profitable viccane and quite possibly one that did other dastardly
things too.
In my last two newsletters, I mentioned the way they used the PCR SARS test and the varying CT
cycles to scare people with the positive cases (of which many were therefore false positives) and I

also wrote about the way they coded deaths on the death certificates and how they changed that to
suit their narrative. These deliberate falsehoods were wonderfully highlighted by my friend’s work
with the data and the statistical analysis he had done.
What you can now read below is his work that identifies exactly how they did this and which proves
beyond doubt that they have fiddled with the data.

Suspicious Data
This morning I fancied having a go at estimating how many respiratory deaths have been coded as
CIVOD-19. To do this I first need to remove weekly CIVOD-19 causal deaths from all cause deaths but
realised ONS and other UK authorities have been reporting CIVOD-19 as a co-morbidity as well as a
cause. We’ve come across this hiccup before in discussion on death certification. The death
certificate allows for the recording of primary cause under section I and the recording of any comorbidity under section II (e.g. heart attack for section I and high blood pressure for section II), and
we discovered that published CIVOD-19 figures are for mention on sections I and II, whereas
comparative respiratory death counts published by ONS are for section I only. I’d call this blatant
fraud but let’s move on…
Since w/b 2nd January 2021 the ONS have usefully added a new table to their weekly spreadsheet
that separates causal from co-morbid death for CIVOD-19, influenza/pneumonia and respiratory
disease. This is a real bonus for crunchers like me but this morning I discovered something very odd
indeed. I shall start by revealing a scatterplot for weekly respiratory death for England & Wales
starting w/b 2nd January, whereby we see causal deaths (section I certification) plotted against comorbid deaths (section I or II certification). This is the snaky sort of scattered squiggle we might
expect to see, there being no clear relationship other than a general positive connection (slide #1).

Let us now consider the same plot but for CIVOD-19 data (slide #2). This is so bizarrely linear I had to
triple-check I had not made a mistake in transcribing the ONS data. Nope, no mistakes made at all –
we are looking at a surgically precise relationship between CIVOD-19 as mentioned on section I of
the death certificate as opposed to CIVOD-19 mentioned on both sections I and II of the death
certificate. The real world does not act like this, the real world acts like respiratory disease in the
first slide.

The conclusion I must draw is that the death data for CIVOD-19 are highly contrived – an output of
an algorithm as it were. The match is so precise that Pearson correlation coefficient is coming out as
r=0.99982, which is bonkers. More than bonkers; I think the word is ‘corrupt’.
More Suspicious Data
In my previous post entitled ‘Suspicious Data’ we discovered a bizarre situation in which CIVOD
causal deaths were a surgically precise function of all CIVOD deaths, whether causal or co-morbid. I
stated that this situation was highly artificial and must have come about by application of a strict
algorithm to death certificate records.
Though this may sound far-fetched this is precisely what the UK data authorities do under the
umbrella of Automated Cause Coding, the latest software being called MUSE (Multicausal and
Unicausal Selection Engine) that was updated on 1st January 2020 just in time for the pandemic (link
below).

I had anticipated that engineering of the data to suit a political agenda stopped with this, but I was
wrong. I now attach a similar scatterplot revealing the relationship between observed CIVOD-19
total deaths (section I or II of the death certificate) and registered all cause weekly deaths for
England & Wales.
We now see that perfectly surgical linear relationship emerge once more for weeks 4 to 12 of 2021.
There is no way we’d be seeing a relationship this precise over a span of nine weeks if it were arising
naturally from a disease outbreak within the population.
It’s quite clear that for these nine weeks the total number of CIVOD-19 deaths has been contrived in
some way and I would suggest the MUSE system is generating CIVOD-19 as a cause of death when
the condition wasn’t even entered onto the death certificate. An example would be re-coding J11.0
(Influenza due to unidentified influenza vuris with pneumonia) as U07.2 (CIVOD-19, vuris not
indentified). Only those understanding the inner workings of MUSE would realise what is going on.
Back in a post entitled ‘Goal Posts Shifting Again’ on 16th March 2021 I warned folk of forthcoming
fiddling after discovering this paragraph embedded within an ONS spreadsheet…
From week ending 26th February 2021 (week8 new ICD-10 codes for CIVOD-19 issued by the World
Health Organisation (WHO) have been implemented for deaths involving CIVOD-19. The new codes
are U09.9 (Post-CIVOD condition, where the acute CIVOD had ended before the condition
immediately causing death occurred) and U10.9 (Multisystem inflammatory syndrome associated
with CIVOD-19 (also called Kawasaki-like syndrome), a specific, uncommon effect of CIVOD-19 in
children). These are in addition to the existing codes of U07.1 (CIVOD-19, vuris identified) and U07.2
(CIVOD-19, vuris not identified, i.e. CIVOD-19 stated to be unconfirmed or suspected).
…this will give the data authorities remarkable leeway in which they can adjust the information
further and a dark closet in which they can hide any extreme reactions to the vaccine.
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/metho
dologies/userguidetomortalitystatisticsjuly2017?fbclid=IwAR1BYeNm2yIqHIpcfdaQ0VtpodYWe0arOj
XzWcJV_nOIZizLWj3GOEraSJM#cause-of-death-coding

Rory Duff comments
This deliberate data fiddling seems to have been only one of the ways the deceivers have been trying
to maintain their crumbling narrative. It seems they have been robbing Peter to pay Paul. In the
following analysis we can see how the normal year on year respiratory deaths have suddenly
declined in the last couple of years as these have been conveniently re-coded as vuris respiratory
deaths.

Proportion of respiratory to all cause deaths
Whilst updating my database with the latest figures from the Office for National Statistics I thought
I’d bake a rather revealing slide, this being the proportion of respiratory to all cause deaths for the
period w/b 2nd January 2010 – 27th March 2021 for England and Wales.
In using proportions like this we iron out wrinkles due to population variability and other factors. It
should be pretty obvious that the proportion of respiratory death has remained fairly constant over
the last decade, with a strong seasonal showing as we may expect.
The authorities are expecting us to believe that non-CIVOD respiratory diseases have done
something magical since the start of the pandemic and somehow evaporated into thin air,
presumably because of all that helpful mask wearing and logical lockdown policy. No doubt the
vaccine is magical also.

I use the word ‘magical’ because somehow all non-seasonal respiratory disease has been cured at
the same time including chronic conditions such as COPD, emphysema and asthma, being diseases
that all respond so very well to mask wearing. Yes, I’m being sarcastic. That same magic also covers
cases of streptococcal, pseudomonal, staphylococcal, klebsiellal, Escherichial and mycoplasmic
pneumonia as well as pneumoconiosis and fibrosis.
Either we are facing an incredible medical miracle, as the talking heads claim, or some suit
somewhere is fiddling with clinical coding. The odds of this plunge in proportion happening to this
degree by sheer chance alone are 1 in 784 Quindecillion. I think you can guess where I’m putting my
money.

Rory Duff comments
I felt at this stage in the newsletter you might need a break and a return to some positive news. I do
return to this subject later on in the Extra section at the end of the newsletter where we take a look
at how the Europeans have been recording things.

Nature churches
The concept of a nature church is actually quite simple. It is just an outdoor sacred site that is locally
recognised as a sacred site and where people regularly gather to pray and/or meditate on this site.
To take this concept further, it would naturally also become a place that was looked after and
nurtured. So trees and flowers, water features, standing stones, crystals, candles and fire pits and
labyrinths are all things you might expect to also find there over time – including most importantly a
sacred space.
This space could even be underground in a cave where there was perfect resonance off the walls for
reaching intended states of mind.
This is not to say that sacred sites cannot be indoors in chapels, churches or cathedrals, they can, but
these would not strictly speaking be ‘nature’ churches. With the possible exception of Rosslyn chapel
which I believe was an attempt to make an indoor nature church. (see my video on this via this link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaqA4lDQweA)
Where we find these locations are where we find symmetrical intersections of the Earth Energy
lines. The more potentially powerful sites are the 1st order nodes – the only places where the type 5
Earth energy lines cross over each other. These alignments are shown on the World map image
below.
Sacred sites though can also be found at much smaller intersections and there are many of these
places and this means that nature churches could be found and soon will be found all around the
World and the energetic grids get more and more repaired. (Repairs are mainly about bringing the
right lines together to create the symmetry, without which, the right energy shapes will not form and
the communication portals/gateways cannot open up)

What you can see in the image are six alignments. The colours here have just been chosen to show
they are different. Each alignment/ley/leyline has a pair of type 5 energy lines runing along side it.

You can see show the positions of the six Emperor Dragons as they encircle the globe. The grey and
the yellow lines hug the edge and are not so easily seen from this angle.
I wanted to show this angle in this newsletter (I will show others in the next newsletters) as it clearly
shows the red line that crosses Africa and it is this one that is relevant to this section of the
newsletter.
With these massively powerful type 5 energy lines, they can be several hundred kilometers apart
from each other. In other words the alignments are really just rough indications of where the pair of
lines can be found.
One of the distinguishing features of these type 5 lines is that they don’t node with other pairs of
type 5 lines in ways like the other types of lines. Thy only form nodes when they cross over another
type 5 alignment. It is these places that are then called the 1st order nodes.
On the above map you can see two of the seven land intersections (1st order nodes). These two are
the node in South east Spain, that I write more about in the books Grail Found & Grail Bound, and
Mount Kailash.
Yes - the light blue line does clip the southern tip of Africa and that is also the line that crosses the
centre of the USA.
The reason for bringing this red Emperor Dragon to your attention is because of the image below.

Most of you will no doubt recognise this place. What you were probably not aware of before though
was that this is a 2nd order node as one of the type 5 energy lines that heads out from Mount Kailash
crosses over into Ethiopia and through this site. (Its pair runs around 500km to the North).

This is one of 11 rock hewn churches and one that is found in one of Ethiopias holiest cities –
Lalibela. It is a known pilgrimage centre and many Orthodox Christians gather to pray here. Ethiopia
was one of the earliest nations to adopt Christianity in the 4th century AD.
Each church was carved from the actual bedrock in that area in order to symbolize spirituality and
humility. The church in the image is at the number one location in the image below.

The churches numbered 2-6 fall on the same Emperor Dragon as the church number one. You can
perhaps now see the significance in the connection between these energies and the known
sacredness of this area. The tunnels to these two areas from the other churches in a way also
indicates in some disguised way, which were the real places to go and meditate and pray at.
There is a story that a few Knights Templar ventured this far South in search of the Arc of the
Covenant. There is even plausible evidence to suggest that they reached this place.
With my research in the South East of Spain and finding that a few Templars were using a similar
strategy to try and find ancient sacred sites (Following the sacred alignments/ leylines to reach a
more powerful intersections where the grail like energy formations can be found), I have to now
wonder if the Knights who came across this place were also really seaching for the really powerful
energy lines – lines perhaps that they had come across when they had visited the countries we
know of today as Yemen, Oman and Pakistan. Their secrecy in doing this could have led them to tell
everyone else that they were searching fro the Arc of the Covenant.
Some suggest that the Arc is still kept somewhere here today but no one is allowed to see it. We can
perhaps understand some people wishing to keep this illusion going as they presumably think it
brings in the tourists and pilgrims.
We may never know the answer to this though, but we can tell it is an energetically very powerful
place and, as such, somewhere, where many miraculous things may have occurred over the years.

This African Emperor Dragon line is one I tracked back in 2012, but what triggered my recent
thinking about it recently was a video I had been led to watch and this was about the church forests
of Ethiopia.
Here is a link to the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fGe-CPWZlE (8 mins 40s long)
Forest churches immediately made me remember about nature churches and this got my interest. It
would appear that Forest churches are small but fertile oases. Amazingly there are around 35,000 of
them are dotted across Ethiopia.
They are some of the last remaining scraps of the tall, lush natural forests that once covered the
land, and which, along with their biodiversity, have all but disappeared.
A lovely line in the video was the following “The mystery is to think beyond what we see”. The image
at the start of the newsletter is one of these Church forests. Typically they have a round central hut
which is the church and it is surrounded by trees. This in turn is surrounded by a small wall which is
to keep local goats and other animals away. It is the latter and their overgrazing that has gradually
cleared away the original forests.
My next thought was to see if there was any connection to some of these locations with the type 5
Emperor Dragon so I started looking along it from Lalibela.

It was not long before I found a small hill with a round church on top surrounded by trees. (Shown
now in the 3D aerial image above) I can only guess at the incredible sanctity that this place may offer
those who meditate and pray there. What is incredible is that this is a site that is incredibly isolated
and yet it has stood the test of time. It is here we can perhaps consider just how much the energies
themselves can contribute to the environment.
Seth has a few words to say about these places. In the book ‘Seth Speaks’, Seth is character who was
channelled by the medium Jane Roberts. He talked about Coordinate points, places of tremendous
power that have the ability to make huge positive differences to the people living near to them. He
called the more powerful places area where great creativity and inspiration can be found.
What I next found curious was how my next bit of synchronicity led me back to Northern Ethiopia. It
would seem that this same region could well have been where humanity itself once began – the
birthplace of modern humans.
This emerged in late November 1974 with the discovery of the skeleton of a small female that the
scientists nicknamed Lucy. Lucy was found to be living here over 3 million years ago. Her bones were
found only 200km away at a place called Hadar. She was not quite 4 feet tall and under 30kg and in
many ways was a bit like a chimpanzee. Other hominin bones from the Pliocene period were found
in around 80 different sites in this region.
I cannot help wondering if these energies were in some way responsible for this evolutionary time.
Perhaps it too started when the Earth’s magnetic field was down and there were increasing levels of
evolutionary cosmic energy.
Again, we never know, but what we can tell is that, due to the many people who make the modern
pilgrimage to Lalibela and these Forest churches, huge amounts of energy will be brought through
and that is going to have a huge positive effect on the surrounding land and its occupants.

What I did find intriguing about these Forest churches and the video was that there was a belief
expressed that these 35,000 churches were leading the way to reforesting the whole region again.
This now seemed so similar to the idea of nature churches, sacred sites and groups of people praying
and meditating at these places with a view to forming communities around them.
The groups of people gathering at sacred sites around the World today are at the vanguard of these
growing spiritual communities and, just like the hope of a returning a growing forest, we can see a
similar hope of growing spiritual development in these expanding communities.
With the harmony time gradually extending, also natural growth, from 10 hours to three days to six
days and now to 9 days, we can see that by December 2024 we will have end to end harmony all
year.

Social Media
I have a series of suggested videos here that I think will add some information and consolidate some
understanding into the bargain.
The first comes from Suspiscious Observers who I know several of you follow. It is about the Cosmic
ray Grand maximum having begun and if you cut to 3m07sec in, you will get to that part.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6Tg9kCZXUQ
In support of the thinking that radiation is what is causing some of the problems we are seeing in the
World right now, and from the perspective this being from the increased gamma ray radiation, this
short interview is with a lady who was a radiographer with the UK’s National Health Service. She and
her colleagues seem to have also known about the radiation poisoning from day one of the
outbreak. The recording is not great and she does not explain where this radiation has come from
but she is pretty sure of the signs she came across. https://rumble.com/vf7y5t-so-called-virus-orradiation-poisoning.html (Thanks for the heads up on this one Rita O.)

The next video is where we really start to begin to see what is most likely to be happening.

Exosome or Vuris Theory
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=wTn5H_wlwAc&feature=youtu.be
This 9 min video is a must watch video.
It would appear that there are two competing theories and we are being told little about one of
them – terrain theory. The one promoted by mainstream media is Germ theory.

So what is the truth? Again this is where competing theories helps bring out the truth. In this case it
is Germ theory versus Terrain theory and this comes down to whether vurises are at play or
Exosomes. If you are unsure what an exosome is, this video will help you.
Essentially Terrain theory says our health is all about the status of our immune system and
microbiome. A well-functioning immune system and good gut health does not allow microbes to
cause illness. After all, we have more vurises, bacteria, fungus, and other microbes in us than we do
cells.
Exosomes are said to be similar to vurises but they are not the same. It is now looking like the vurus
cannot explain some of the observations pointed out in this video and the Exosome theory is looking
far more likely.
When our immune system is threatened our Exosomes go to work.
It would now seem that our immune system is being threatened by gamma ray radiation. This would
now trigger internal reactions based on Terrain theory.

The day before I watched this video I went to a node in the city of Bath and did a quick meditation.
In the same square a few feet away was an unattended table with three large glass beakers half
filled with water. In the water looked like a bundle of rolled up toilet paper. I had no clue what it was
about and walked past. At the side of the square three demonstrators were about to get ready with
banners and cameras. They were protesting against rats being used in laboratory experiments.
Looking back at the bundle of toilet paper in the water in the beakers, I could now see they had rat
tails and were supposed to resemble white rats. Their placards they had showed a white rat on with
a syringe needle sticking into it.
Duly surprised, I noted it and walked on. I got home and found an article had been sent to me about
Exosomes and vurises. In it was a link to the above video. I made a mental note to watch this without
clicking on the link. The next morning I did so and at 3mins 10secs in, I saw the same white rat
symbol with a syringe needle sticking in to it. Yes, I was supposed to watch this video and share it.

Additional note here in regards to Exosomes and Terrain theory
In the link below you will find a very recent scientific paper in the journal Nature published in April
2021 titled ‘High-dimensional characterization of post-acute sequalae of CIVOD-19’
In it you will find research that shows that survivors of the ‘vuris’ have a 59% increased risk of dying
within six months after contracting the SARS-CoV-2 vuris.
Ziyad Al-Aly, the chief of the research and development service at the St. Louis VA Medical Center in
Missouri, who led the study said the following:"When we are looking at the acute phase, we’re only pretty much looking at the tip of the iceberg.
We’re starting to see a little bit beneath that iceberg, and it’s really alarming.”

If we now replace the mainstream view that it is the vuris with the Exosomes and terrain theory, it is
now obvious to see that these poor people have had a massively impacted immune system – quite
probably from radiation poisoning (Terrain). This suppressed immune system can last for many
months in some people so it is no wonder they are going to be suffering again.
Remember the cruise ships where passengers who were stuck in the same cabins for weeks. Well it
was found that in many cabins one person was suffering whilst the other one was not. A vuris would
have definitely infected both of them to a greater or lesser extent and testing would have shown
this.
If however one of the passengers had a strong healthy immune system, that person would have had
Exosomes that would have dealt with the external problem.
This sends out a powerful message to us that we must protect and strengthen our immune systems.
DETOX…DETOX….DETOX
The nature article is here in this link - https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03553-9
Time for a more positive bit of news.

Down to Earth film link (1hr 30mins) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoWgEOxoQy4
This film is about a journey to find the Keepers of the Earth, the wisdom teachers who hold the keys
to a healthy future for people and planet. The following is the description given by the film makers.
Leaving behind their cosmopolitan life, a couple and their three young children embark on the
journey of a lifetime. They travel the ends of the earth searching for a new perspective on life. In
their five-year journey across six continents, they live with some of the oldest indigenous
communities on the planet. They gain access to tribal sages never filmed or interviewed before,
without a crew or schedule, just one backpack and one camera each.
They meet the most humble yet charismatic people; unknown individuals who live under the radar
of our modern society in connection with the natural world. The film reveals the deep wisdom the
family discover in their conversations with these 'Earth Keepers' and its power to transform lives.
Having lived in hiding for centuries, the Earth Keepers see that now is the time to step forward and
share their insights with those who are ready to listen. http://www.downtoearthfilm.com
There are some really great comments from the wisdom keepers. Here are a few I quite liked:“A hungry stomach is full of wisdom”
“We have to learn to live with the seasons. Sometimes we have abundance and sometimes not”
“we realised the need to let go and trust and that our own feat is our obstacle.”
“we depend of nature, on forests for spiritual connection”
So you might like to sit back for 90 mins and enjoy this. I am glad I did.

I mentioned ‘Survival after death’ earlier on in this newsletter and I sometimes forget just how much
I have studied this and read about it. I have also spent years learning to understand the new science
that explains how this can happen. This is something I just take for granted now.
However I appreciate how some of you may not have this same level of acceptance. For this reason,
I felt that this video should be added here as it has a wonderful genuine feeling to it and that is
perhaps why it has had nearly 6.5 million views and some great comments. To me, this large number
is an indication of just how much people are now awakening to the true nature of reality. It is only
19 mins long for worth it if you have any doubts.
There is no proof here though, just good witness testimony.
Pronounced death for 20 mins –This is an interview with a man who had an Out of Body experience
during surgery and what happened after he was pronounced dead. He explains what he saw and
how he felt intense peace which lasted for three days after he had come back into this world again.
In his words he says:“I know there is a god without a shadow of a doubt. I am also not afraid of dying because I know how
peaceful it’s going to be”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8jcNBVWJyE

Books
The book I wanted to mention this month is from the same author as last month’s book. It is called
Spiritwalker by Hank Wesselman. I am not intending to review the book here though but rather to
discuss how we should perhaps look at buying and reading books in the future.
There is so much information out there in the World. Some wonderfully life enhancing work exists
within that but even the amount of material in this section alone is far too much for any one person
in their lifetime.
So what should we do, what should we read? Should you buy and read books that I write about?
Should you even buy and read my books?
The answer is yes but only after you have considered the process by which you have decided to go
ahead.
If you have read my blueprint for life (It is at the end of the February 2021 newsletter), you will know
I speak of acquired paths, aspired paths and a vocational path. When it comes to choosing which
book to read and acquired path is like being told, or recommended to read a particular book. An
aspired path is one where you have set yourself certain goals and here you may seek out an
appropriate book yourself to help you achieve those goals.
The vocational path is about looking for synchronicity in things and exploring that though asking
open questions and using intuition and awareness to spot the two, or more, acausal connecting
events.

When I was recommended to buy the Bowl of Light book by Hank Wesselman, something intuitively
kicked in when I saw another book that he had written. I instinctively bought Spiritwalker at the
same time as the Bowl of Light and set it aside until it felt right to read it.
There is an expert/ idiot strategy I follow in regards to information. When you become more and
more knowledgeable about a subject, it becomes more and more important to think like an idiot.
Finding critical pieces of new information to advance your knowledge in an area gets harder and
harder and you have to sift through stuff you know and gloss over a whole lot of rubbish on the way
too. An idiot strategy allows you to read things that look 99% unlikely to help you advance your
knowledge. It does however mean you could possibly find out that critical 1%. That 1% may not even
make sense at the time but it could lead you to new thinking and to then come across breakthrough
moments.
There is of course loads of reading material out there that you could lose time sifting through to find
these nuggets. However, if you allow synchronicity to guide you, you are more likely to find the right
information and even more importantly – at the right time in your life for you to receive that
information.
It is my contention that if enough of us lead our life in this way in this World, all the problems will
gradually be solved and humanity can progress and evolve. This is one of the reasons I have been
working on the group discussion modules (more on this later). There is no right or wrong path here
by the way. There is only an appropriate path for each of us at certain times in our life and we can
and do move between these paths several times.
Anyway, the book Spirit walker was on the top of my book shelf and out of mind. A couple of weeks
ago my wife and I sat down to watch a film online and there was a scene in it set in Pretoria in South
Africa and I mentioned to her that I had only been there for one day. She then asked why I went and
that was when I told her about the Jacaranda trees and their amazing lilac coloured blossoms that
were everywhere throughout the city. It is an amazing sight well worth travelling to see. I then
showed her some online images of this.
The next day, I found myself glance at the book on the shelf and had a feeling to pick it up. I decided
to give myself a couple of minutes to read the first couple of pages to see if anything popped out.
The second page in and I found mention of a vision that included Jacaranda trees. It was enough to
signal that I should go on and read the book in the next few days.
It was written back in 1995 and a lot of research and information was not available to the author
back then so I had to expect that much of it would include out of date thinking. That was irrelevant
though, there was now a really good chance of a golden nugget within it.
The synchronicity did not stop here though. I knew that Hank Wesselman had been an
Anthropologist and had worked on digs in Northern Ethiopia looking at the earliest hominin
skeletons and it was not long afterwards that I came across the video on forest churches in Ethiopia
and this is what led me to pursue this avenue of investigation which has led to me writing about
these things in this newsletter.
Did I do the right thing, well only a week later I mentioned the Jacaranda tree synchronicity to a
meditation group I am with and one of the ladies in the group (Thank you Bea), said that she had just

been driving that morning with her husband and they had seen a Jacaranda tree in blossom. They
had even spoken about having not seen one for some time.
It was another lovely little message from the universe and it is little things like this that make you
feel really grateful as they make life nicely enjoyable.
I won’t mention about any golden nuggets in the book just yet but there are promising signs and
several wonderful similarities to other writer’s experiences – including Jung’s.
If you would like to read some reviews of the book a few can be found on this page.
(https://www.amazon.co.uk/Spiritwalker-Messages-Future-HankWesselman/dp/0553378376/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=spirit+walker+hank+wesselman&qid=
1619257646&s=books&sr=1-1)

Training courses and discussion groups etc
With all the restrictions in the UK and the constant changes to them, it has not been possible to run
any learning to dowse days in the City of Bath.
However, with some of these restrictions now being lifted, I am going to run two level 1 courses in
May on the Sunday 30th May & the Sunday 7th June.
I will have to limit it to only 5 people for each day at the moment though and the reason for this is
that we are still unable to meet indoors at the beginning or end of the day. I will still be able to talk
to a group but with only 5 people, it will be easier for everyone to hear what I am saying.
If restrictions allow, I will look to run a level 2 course in June and another level 1 course but I am not
taking booking for these just yet in case the sky falls on our heads. For more information, please go
to the page linked below. If you have already expressed an interest in doing these first few courses,
please email me again that you can make one of these dates. I will also be looking to email you as
well though.
https://roryduff.com/dowsing-courses/

A new online Spiritual discussion group starting soon
For the last 30 weeks, once a week, I have been testing a series of modules that have been designed
for groups to work together on. I am now nearly at the point where I can make a start with a new
group of 8 people.
I have written before about the energetic changes that I see happening and what I think is coming. I
sense this is going to bring about a more decentralised environment where communities will build
around key locations around the world. This is going to mean using skills and knowledge in ways we

have probably not used for many centuries. Much will be remembered but new thinking will also be
needed as even things of a cyclical nature will have an evolutionary element to them.
The move to further inter- dependence both within communities and between communities will be
of paramount importance.
Rudolf Steiner talked about us moving into the 6th epoch and this is what I think is now about to
happen. In the 5th Epoch he talked about our challenge being to develop our consciousness self. In
the coming one, he talks about the need to develop our Spiritual self.
This seems to be all part of the cyclic journey from individual consciousness to group consciousness
This is not something that can be taught by another human, who will also be on that same
developmental journey, but instead, what I suspect the way it will work, is that this new information
will come through to us collectively by working and meditating in groups. It is therefore the groups
that we now need to build and to focus our attentions on.
For example, I have written about the need for 12 people working together in group meditation and
that, by starting to do this, we will begin to be shown what comes through and what to learn when
we do this. The information will also be relevant to that group and to their location which is also
going to be important.
I certainly do not have answers to all these things, but I know that collectively they will come if we
start working in groups and sharing that knowledge and experience.
These spiritual discussion modules are, I hope, therefore making the first few steps towards our
collective understanding in how best to work in groups.
I have chosen four topics for the 1st level modules and these have been tested now. The topics are
the Blueprint to life (Which you can read at the end of my February 2021 newsletter), Prophecies,
Jung and his Red book images and Synchronicity. Although these subjects can be read about, I don’t
think anyone has made connections between them all and put together a set of questions that really
helps us dig deep and think new things.
I have also added questions that are designed to stimulate debate amongst the group so that some
key learning points (KLP’s) can emerge. On the 1st level modules some of these KLP’s have been
predesigned into the module.
The 2nd level modules have less of these and the emphasis is more about the group to come up with
their own KLP’s with the new thinking that will emerge from inside them and from the collective
unconscious.
In the 3rd level modules, the group learning itself will hopefully naturally arise from the questions
that I have put together as well as the question that emerge from within the group.
I have added other topics for these 2nd and 3rd level modules as well and if the courses are a success
more modules for all levels will likely also emerge.

In order for this to become more widespread, anyone who has done a level will be able to go on and
facilitate their own discussion groups with the help of a facilitator guidebook that is now nearing
completion. This will also help everyone share in the abundance it can provide.
So what I am looking for now is the 1st cohort of people who want to not only do the 1st level course
modules but who already would like to become facilitators and run their own courses in the future.
They have been designed to be run fairly easily. People who wish to do the module just need to do
some pre-course reading – sometimes this is provided in advance of each topic and sometimes in
advance of the next meeting. They can be run online and they can be run in face to face groups.
I will be asking the group I have been testing these modules for reviews of their experience but
would say at this early stage that there attendance once a week throughout the 30 weeks has been
very high all the way to the end of their completion.
The fact that I chose to run this module once a week over 30 weeks was purely one of time
constraints. It is quite possible to run them three times a week or even over a three week intensive
course 5 days a week running a 90min session in the morning and in the afternoon. That is your
choice. It is also you choice to charge whatever you choose to cover your time and expenses.
So if you would like to become a member of the next group, please write to me and let me know as
soon as possible.

Seminars & trips to Spain
At the moment, I am sorry to say that I am still unable to run any trips to the special locations in
Spain and I am unable to run any seminars. This may change later in the year. The problem is not just
what is going on in the UK but also in Spain and in other countries where I know people are wishing
to depart from.

Location checks and Sacred site searches
I know a few of you have asked when I am starting these up again. Please look for changes on my
website in May on this. I have a few more to still finish and I will be ready to start this service up
again. Thank you for your patience.

Extra

A mistake in my last newsletter
In my last newsletter I wrote a statement about messenger RNA (mRNA) that was not accurate. This
was kindly pointed out by Janine T. who wrote to me saying that “genes were not inactivated at the
mRNA level but were left out because of errors in the DNA to RNA transcription process. And mRNA
does not lead to mutations in DNA”.
My statement "They found that it was possible to inactivate a tumour-suppressor gene at the mRNA
level that would lead to a mutation in the DNA that also caused a truncated protein to be made" in
an attempt to make things easier to understand from something similar that I had read was
therefore not accurate.
In light of the video on Exosomes versus vurises in this newsletter and my comments on this, we can
now go on to see that it is indeed Exosomes that are more likely to be what the World’s problems
are being caused by, rather than directly by a vuris, and so it is worth now mentioning the following:-

Exosomes are RNA that is excreted by our cells and there can be good Exosomes and bad Exosomes
– the latter can lead to disease and ill heath and even death.
The body uses these Exosomes for cell to cell communication so disrupting this function is not good
for our body.
It is known that Exosomes are natural carriers of mRNA and we know that mRNA is known to be able
to produce an unwanted immune response (they are unstable molecules for one reason).
So the statement that an mRNA could inactivate a tumour suppressor gene (which would then lead
to someone then getting a tumour) is one where, the method that I had explained was wrong, but
where now the end result could well be the same.
The method by which mRNA might cause the same end result would now be through the production
of bad Exosomes being released from our cells after the mRNA has entered them.
Much of the above information comes from the following paper on Exosomes for mRNA delivery
https://bmcbiotechnol.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12896-021-00683-w

The following is now the second part of the Science section
RD comments - The following records my friend’s investigations in to European vaccine deaths and
adverse reactions from the data he has managed to obtain. This investigation was carried out over

several days with an update roughly every day. What you will read is in its daily sequence and it has
to be said that at the outset he was not sure what he was going to find.

Reporting of Viccane deaths and adverse reactions in Europe
Predicted deaths by the end of December 2021 are expected to be between 213,612 and 330,853
across Europe following vaccination with CIVOD-19 biological products. I can only hope this
prediction is wrong.

EudraVigilance
EudraVigilance is the system for managing and analysing information on suspected adverse reactions
to medicines which have been authorised or being studied in clinical trials in the European Economic
Area (EEA). https://www.ema.europa.eu/.../pharmacov.../eudravigilance...
The European Medicines Agency (EMA) operates the system on behalf of the European Union (EU)
medicines regulatory network.
I urge folk to access the database and follow the instructions to obtain reports for:CIVOD-19 MRNA VACCINE MODERNA (CX-024414)
CIVOD-19 MRNA VACCINE PFIZER-BIONTECH (TOZINAMERAN)
CIVOD-19 VACCINE ASTRAZENECA (CHADOX1 NCOV-19)
CIVOD-19 VACCINE JANSSEN (AD26.COV2.S)

According to an article on a banned website total adverse events for participating European nations,
as at 13th March, stood at 3,946 deaths and 162,610 injuries.
This seems an awful lot for a 'safe' vaccine!
https://www.ema.europa.eu/.../pharmacov.../eudravigilance...
EudraVigilance Reports
CIVOD-19 MRNA VACCINE MODERNA (CX-024414)
https://dap.ema.europa.eu/analytics/saw.dll?PortalPages...
CIVOD-19 MRNA VACCINE PFIZER-BIONTECH (TOZINAMERAN)
https://dap.ema.europa.eu/analytics/saw.dll?PortalPages...
CIVOD-19 VACCINE ASTRAZENECA (CHADOX1 NCOV-19)
https://dap.ema.europa.eu/analytics/saw.dll?PortalPages...
CIVOD-19 VACCINE JANSSEN (AD26.COV2.S)
https://dap.ema.europa.eu/analytics/saw.dll?PortalPages...

EudraVigilance: Bottom Line
As at 27th March 2021 the EudraVigilance European database for suspected adverse drug reaction
reports has recorded 5,355 deaths among 238,427 adverse events, this giving us an effective
vaccination case fatality rate of 2.2%.

If we pull down the latest global figures from Worldometers.info we find 2,792,217 deaths among
127,495,412 cases.
This giving us a CIVOD-19 case fatality rate of 2.2%.

EudraVigilance: Adverse Report Growth
An obvious ponder at this stage is on how bad things are likely to get in terms of folk reporting
adverse events, including fatalities, as time goes along. This is not easy to answer since we don’t
have figures for vaccinations undertaken per product per week or per month. What I’ve done,
therefore, is tabulate individual report counts for all four vaccines under trial and sum these into a
grand total by month.
The attached figure should be largely self-explanatory but we should note that, unlike my previous
analyses, these are monthly counts with the accumulated total for EEA and non-EEA zones standing
at 238,949 adverse reactions as at 27th March 2021. The monthly growth curve at this early stage is
near exponential but not precisely exponential, and I have fitted a third order polynomial trendline
out of interest. Where this series is going to end up is anyone’s guess.
Before we start to panic it is worth remembering that an adverse reaction might even be something
as simple as crying after vaccination (63 reports of crying were noted after vaccination with the
Pfizer product).
Then again crying as an outcome may have preceded death or permanent injury, which will also be
recorded against that adverse event so you can’t dismiss these records by trivialisation. What we
don’t know is whether serious outcomes are rising in time at a near-exponential rate and this is a
most serious shortcoming of the EudraVigilance reporting system. They have the data but they are
not making it available.
Until such time as they do I shall assume death remains a constant proportion of all adverse events
and model this accordingly.
Near-exponential death as a vaccine outcome isn’t a pleasant prospect and neither is the potential
burden on healthcare systems if beds start to fill with vaccine injured folk instead of CIVOD-19 cases.

EudraVigilance: Death Percentages
In my last post, I presented accumulated counts of fatalities obtained from the European database
for suspected adverse drug reports for the four CIVOD-19 vaccine products currently subject to
clinical trial. I don’t have figures for the number of shots given per product so we can’t calculate
rates but what we can do at this stage is look at the percentage breakdown by reaction group to see
how they stack up.
Setting aside Janssen’s new product the big three stack up rather similarly indeed, with deaths
coded under ‘General & administration site’ sticking out like a sore thumb at 37% of all deaths
across all vaccine products.
This is a complicated, catch-all category that covers all manner of reaction, many of which are
somewhat minor and concern injection site injury or localised skin reaction. Notable conditions
include asthenia, chest pain, death, fatigue, general physical health deterioration, malaise, multiple
organ dysfunction syndrome, pyrexia and sudden death.
Trying to establish a breakdown is time consuming since a list of 200+ sub-conditions has to be
trawled through by hand for each vaccine.
Taking Pfizer’s product as an example we find 1,147 deaths coded under ‘General & administration
site’ of which 561 (49%) were attributed to ‘Death’, which doesn’t exactly explain a great deal. We
should note these entries were not coded as ‘adverse drug reaction’ within the adverse drug
reaction database, which is somewhat perverse. Oddly enough one of these 1,147 people died of
‘apparent death’. No comment. Herewith the accumulated death counts for the most noteworthy
entries under General & administration site…

Asthenia (32), brain death (2), cardiac death (4), chest pain (12), chills (15), condition aggravated
(19), death (561), disease progression (2), disease recurrence (3), fatigue (51), foaming at mouth (2),
general physical health deterioration (98), hyperpyrexia (10), hyperthermia (2), hypothermia (3),
illness (2), influenza-like illness (5), malaise (77), multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (20), pain (8),
peripheral swelling (2), pyrexia (131), sudden cardiac death (10), sudden death (180), systemic
inflammatory response syndrome (4), terminal state (2).
…please note that these will sum to more than the 1,147 recorded cases since this is a condition
count and not an individual case count.

So when is the NHS going to tell us about the other side of the coin?
As at 27th March 2021 the EudraVigilance European database for suspected adverse drug reaction
reports has recorded 5,355 deaths among 238,427 adverse events arising after vaccination with
CIVOD-19 biological products.
In comparison the 35 branded 'flu shots in use across Europe over the same period yielded a total of
just 3,115 adverse events.
Thus the CIVOD-19 shots (which are still subject to clinical trial) are generating 77 times more
reports, yet are claimed to be safe products.

Further analysis reveals suspected adverse reaction reports following CIVOD-19 shots are rising near
exponentially amongst the European population but deaths associated with CIVOD-19 are no longer
doing so.
It remains to be seen whether vaccine injury and death following use of CIVOD-19 biological
products will eventually burden our healthcare systems more so than the vuris.
Anybody who finds this sort of information useful may care to consider joining my public study
group - John Dee's Almanac - where I use my experience as a former NHS consultant analyst to delve
into the detail that organisations like the NHS often fail to provide. Time constraints dictate I cannot
always respond to individual replies. https://www.facebook.com/groups/johndee333

As at 27th March 2021 the EudraVigilance European database for suspected adverse drug reaction
reports has recorded 5,355 deaths among 238,949 adverse events arising after vaccination with
CIVOD-19 biological products. In comparison the 35 branded 'flu shots in use across Europe over the
same period yielded a total of just 3,115 adverse events and only 13 deaths.
Thus the CIVOD-19 shots (which are still subject to clinical trial) are generating 77 times more
adverse drug reaction reports and 412 times more adverse drug reports of fatalities despite similar
levels of market penetration.
In terms of the relative incidence of fatalities within the reporting system 'flu jabs are yielding an
adverse report fatality rate of 0.42%, whereas CIVOD-19 jabs are yielding an adverse report fatality
rate of 2.24%, this difference being highly statistically significant (p<0.0001, Poisson rate
comparison).
Further analysis reveals suspected adverse reaction reports following CIVOD-19 shots are rising near
exponentially amongst the European population but deaths associated with CIVOD-19 are no longer
doing so. It remains to be seen whether vaccine injury and death following use of CIVOD-19
biological products will eventually burden our healthcare systems more so than the vuris.

Doing A Neil
If Professor Neil Ferguson of Imperial College, London, can produce wild predictions of deaths from
CIVOD-19 using dodgy assumptions that then go on to influence the entirety of UK government
policy then I thought that, on this first day of April, I’d do the same for fatal reactions to CIVOD-19
viccanes.
As at 27th March 2021 the EudraVigilance European database for suspected adverse drug reaction
reports indicated 5,355 deaths amongst 238,949 adverse reports for the four CIVOD-19 biological
products under trial.
By taking this ratio of one death per 45 reports we can then estimate how many accumulated deaths
have occurred for each of the months of December 2020, January 2021, February 2021 and March
2021 (EudraVigilance does not provide this critical breakdown).

With those four numbers in the pot we can then do a bit of statistical modelling to see what
mathematical function best fits the data.
It turns out that a power series is the very best fit with an R-square of 1.000 and expansion
coefficient of 3.3 (p<0.001).
In plain English this means the accumulated number of deaths has been following a near perfect
triple power series, which is going some.
With this best fit function in the pot we can now ask it to predict the number of accumulated
deaths that are likely in the coming months.
The answer is displayed graphically and we now see that we can expect around 20,000 fatal reports
within EudraVigilance come the end of May.
If we really want to scare folk (like the mainstream media and their favoured experts prefer to do
these days) we can do the ‘full Neil’ and predict the number of fatal reports that will be lodged
within the EudraVigilance European database for suspected adverse drug reaction reports come the
end of next December.
My model predicts we shall see between 213,612 and 330,853 deaths across Europe following
vaccination with CIVOD-19 biological products.
This may be the first of April but this is not an April Fool.

My biggest grump to date.
It wasn't "made safe for everyone" - this is entirely misleading. By way of example, Pfizer trial
NCT04368728 reporting date is 31/1/2023, with no official results posted as yet aside from a
corporate press statement and a modest briefing document presented before the Viccanes and
Related Biological Products Advisory Committee of the CDC on December 10, 2020.
There are no officially declared, and certainly no peer-reviewed published final results from the
manufacturer on safety as yet, with everything currently being classified as interim.
The title of trial NCT04368728 is 'Study to Describe the Safety, Tolerability, Immunogenicity, and
Efficacy of RNA Viccane Candidates Against CIVOD-19 in Healthy Individuals'.
Please note use of the word 'healthy' - the safety trials were never designed to test the BNT162b2
biological product on the general population, though this is the impression given by various
authorities, especially in slick and somewhat irresponsible presentations like this.
The ongoing Pfizer safety study may well become a rigorous clinical trial at some point but only for a
carefully selected class of trial subjects. The trial also only allowed for a two month follow up; we
have no idea what a 6-, 12- or 18-month follow up is likely to yield as yet, let alone 5 years. So all this
'safety' approval, for what it's worth, was based on 2-month clinical outcomes for healthy subjects
Interestingly, all these issues and more are raised in Pfizer's briefing document, which I encourage
you to read for yourselves.
If anybody wants to see the extensive exclusion criteria for NCT04368728 just Google this reference
and work your way through pages at clinicaltrials.gov.
If you meet one or more of the criteria then people like you were not included in the safety trials you'll become your own trial once you take the viccane.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/results/NCT04368728....

EudraVigilance: ‘Flu Jab Comparison
One of the major limitations of the EudraVigilance European database for suspected adverse drug
reaction reports is that entry is not mandatory for viccane products. The same is true of the Viccane
Adverse Event Reporting (VAERS) system of the CDC, an audit of which revealed that around 1 in 100
adverse reactions are voluntarily recorded. We have no idea of just how many adverse reactions to
viccanes there are each year.
This prompted me to compare performance of the four CIVOD-19 viccanes under trial with
performance from seasonal and non-seasonal influenza products being products that, according to
the OECD influenza vaccination rate indicator, achieve 40% market penetration each year for the
target population of the elderly and infirm.

These products are supplied by six manufacturers (AstraZeneca, CSL ltd, GlaxoSmithKline, Mylan,
Novartis and Sanofi Pasteur) under 35 brand names from Aflunov to Vaxigrip Tetra.
All 35 brand name entries were sought within EudraVigilance and the total number of adverse
reactions was derived for the 12 month period ending 27th March 2021.
In sum a grand total of 3,115 adverse reactions were reported for a viccane that achieves 40%
market penetration on average.
In comparison a total of 238,949 adverse reactions were reported for the four CIVOD-19 products
currently under trial over the same period.
I have no idea what the average market penetration of CIVOD-19 product vaccination is across
Europe but it’s not likely to be greater than 50%.
We may conclude that the adverse reaction reporting rate for all four CIVOD-19 vaccination
products is currently running at 76.7 times the rate reported for influenza vaccination products.
This is quite extraordinary.
Medical authorities, government agencies and governments across Europe persistently claim that
CIVOD-19 vaccination products have undergone rigorous testing and are safe to unleash on the
public. The hard data tells us otherwise.
An adverse reaction can be anything - from crying to death. What EudraVigilance are not doing is
separating these out, so it's easy to dismiss the entire database through trivialisation. You may quite
rightly point out that the focus is on immediate reaction rather than anything long-term.
Looking at the proportion of fatalities is useful, as is comparing CIVOD with 'flu shots because you
iron out the many coding issues. We now know that CIVOD shots generate 77x more reports than
'flu shots, yet are supposedly safe!

EudraVigilance: ‘FLU vs. CIVOD Jabs
As I have already stated, one of the major limitations of the EudraVigilance European database for
suspected adverse drug reaction reports is that entry is not mandatory for viccane products.
The same is true of the Viccane Adverse Event Reporting (VAERS) system of the CDC, an audit of
which revealed that around 1 in 100 adverse reactions are voluntarily recorded.
We have no idea of just how many adverse reactions to viccanes there are each year.
This prompted me to compare performance of the four CIVOD-19 viccanes under trial with
performance from seasonal and non-seasonal influenza products being products that, according to
the OECD influenza vaccination rate indicator, achieve 40% market penetration each year. These
products are supplied by six manufacturers (AstraZeneca, CSL ltd, GlaxoSmithKline, Mylan, Novartis
and Sanofi Pasteur) under 35 brand names from Aflunov to Vaxigrip Tetra.

Another issue with EudraVigilance is all manner of adverse events are recorded, such that both
crying and death following vaccination are counted. We might be tempted to trivialise this situation
by stating that a database that records a zillion sobbing people isn’t telling us anything of clinical
value but this is where we can come a logical cropper – some folk may have cried just before they
died.
So the issue here is seriousness of outcome and this is where EudraVigilance isn’t that helpful
because there is only one complicated graph that doesn’t enable us to quantify the situation. I have
thus worked my way through 27 reaction groups and manually counted fatal outcomes for each
viccane under investigation to get some actual numbers.
All 35 ‘flu viccane brands were sought within EudraVigilance and the total number of adverse
reactions was derived for the 12 month period ending 27th March 2021. In sum, a grand total of
3,115 adverse reactions were reported of which 13 were fatal, this giving us an adverse report
fatality rate of 0.42%.
In comparison, a total of 238,949 adverse reactions were reported for the four CIVOD-19 products
currently under trial over the same period, of which 5,355 were fatal, this giving us a 2.24% adverse
report fatality rate.
The difference between these two rates is highly statistically significant at p<0.0001 (Poisson rate
comparison), with fatal outcomes being 5.4 times more frequently noted for CIVOD-19 biological
products than their standard ‘flu jab counterparts.
In terms of volume of reports entered onto the system we find 77 times more adverse reaction
reports for CIVOD jabs than ‘flu jabs, and 412 times more reports of fatalities.
You read that right – 412 times more reports of fatalities; and this for an allegedly ‘safe’ yet novel
viccane that is still subject to clinical trial.
I am not sure why this isn’t ringing alarm bells with every nurse, every physician, every
pharmacist, every clinical researcher, every professor, every NHS executive, every senior grade
within PHE, every senior officer within DHSC, every member of parliament, every journalist, every
news channel, every medical journal, every pharmaceutical executive and every member of the
public who cares to stop and think.
Have people gone insane?

EudraVigilance: Death Counts
It is rather strange indeed that the wonderfully detailed EudraVigilance reporting system does not
offer a summary table of fatal outcomes. To obtain these figures you have to work your way across
to 'Number of Individual Cases for a selected Reaction' then work your way through all 27 reaction
groups to obtain counts of fatalities. They couldn't have buried this information better if they tried!

This morning I've quietly worked my way though all 27 reaction groups for all CIVOD-19 viccane
products currently registered in ongoing trials (something that goes totally over the head of the
public) and have produced this summary table for everyone.
The blue shaded cells are what I call 'iatrogenic+' these being deaths arising from personal
circumstance and following clinical interventions and tests. The darker red band is where we'd find
deaths attributed to CIVOD-19.
I shall be producing a sister table of percentages so we may compare reactions across the four
products.

Yes, But Where Are We Now?
This is the question my wife always asks whenever I ramble on about such and such statistic. Like
many people she’s not keen on statistical mumbo-jumbo so I sat and devised a colourful chart for
her so she can see exactly where we are at in terms of the weekly all cause mortality rate (deaths
per 100,000 population) for England and Wales. I could smother this plot in fine lines going back to
1970 but decided 1995 would be historic enough to get the point across.
We can now see that 2020 was a scary year but only for a very short space of time between weeks
14 (w/b 28th March 2020) and week 20 (w/b 9th May 2020). This peak, coming as it did at that time
during early Spring, was rather peculiar indeed, though it is by no means unique since scary peaks of

similar magnitude may be observed during January for a bunch of years. So the peak isn’t peculiar
but its timing sure is!
After this somewhat scary Spring peak it is worth noting just how well the weekly mortality rate beds
down into the mass of historic data, even hugging the bottom during the warm summer when
thousands of allegedly irresponsible people took to the beaches. Evidence-wise I would suggest this
was far from irresponsible and rather effective medicine for folk who had been cooped-up like
chickens.
We can now also see the first eight weeks of 2021 in historic context, which reveals nothing special
is going on. This is all the more remarkable given we’ve all but closed down the NHS for over a year,
with suicides rocketing. I shall be updating this chart again soon and my guess is that, at week 13 we
are going to be down in that tangle of colourful spaghetti once more.

EudraVigilance latest summary of findings
As at 3rd April 2021 the EudraVigilance European database for suspected adverse drug reaction
reports indicated 5,993 deaths amongst 272,781 individuals for whom adverse reaction reports for
the four CIVOD-19 biological products under trial have been filed, this representing a fatal report
rate of 2.20%.

Over the same time frame a total of 3,116 adverse individual reactions to standard ‘flu shots were
reported across Europe, of which just 13 were fatal, this giving us fatal report rate of 0.42%.
The 272,781 individuals reporting adverse effects following vaccination with CIVOD-19 biological
products generated 346,790 non-serious and 362,544 serious reactions, making a total of 709,334
registered adverse reactions between them, this equating to a mean reporting rate of 2.6 suspected
adverse reactions per individual.
According to OECD data ‘flu vaccination rates for the target population of 65+ years has been
running at around 40% market penetration across Europe, on average, for the last three years.
Assuming broad comparability with current CIVOD-19 levels of market penetration we find 88 times
more adverse reports following vaccination with CIVOD-19 biological products and 461 times more
reports of fatalities.
EudraVigilance was established to track outcomes for novel drugs yet I don’t see any evidence of this
valuable data being used to alert governments and their respective health authorities to what is
clearly alarming levels of adverse reporting.

Rory Duff final comments
In these shocking figures, graphs and charts we can again see a serious problem arose back in the
early part of 2020. This was the sudden increase in cosmic radiation that led to lung inflammation,
breathing problems and then respiratory deaths.

This increasing but unpredictable radiation is going to be an ongoing problem, because of the
reducing protection from them because of the lowering of the magnetic fields, so it was decided to
blame the normal corunavuris.
Unfortunately for the E’epa, the profile from the effects of a vuris is different from the profile from
geographically isolated and sporadic effects from radiation. For the deception of a cover up to
succeed, careful planning and statistical manipulation was needed.
This was first done by increasing the CT cycle rates in the PCR SARS test to levels where there were
many more false positive test results (which was never designed to do this) and later by reducing the
Ct cycle rates again and switching to change the way coding deaths were recorded. The problem the
E’epa had though was that the number of actual deaths were rapidly decreasing and people were
losing their fear and wondering why they were being shutdown.
(We have to remember here that the E’epa were never just interested in creating a pandemic in
people’s minds, they just saw the increasing radiation as a way to introduce a great financial reset.
Their failing, debt-bloated, fiat money system needed negative interest rates to survive and the
public were not going to buy this. This was all about introducing a new digital fiat centralised World
currency, one centralised World bank and then one World government and slavery for all the rest of
us. This would then allow them to introduce digital money with time limits for use before it naturally
expired – This is not fictional – China have already started testing a digital yuan that does just this in
order to make people spend or save as and when they want).
By the end of 2020, there were less deaths in that year than in the 3-4 preceding ones. Questions
about this were beginning to destroy their narrative.
More fear of the vuris was needed so they invented mutant strains that popped up in different
countries. This still was not enough to increase the number of deaths though. Conveniently for them,
bursts of extra radiation all around the World helped contribute to increased deaths and cases in
these areas.
Moving into 2021, the role of the viccane took up the slack and deaths started to increase again. This
allowed the fear and the narrative to continue. Unfortunately what can be still clearly seen, if one
looks hard enough, is that these are, and will be, deaths from the viccane that have been added to
the already ridiculous and unbelievable death with civod figures.
As we can see from the EudraVigilance data, the Civod 19 viccanes were providing many times the
amounts of deaths and adverse reactions when compared to the normal flu viccanes.
From the E’epa point of view, all is now looking well. More lockdowns are predicted to come before
the winter when new mutant strains will magically appear and the death rates by then will be
soaring – just as we can see from the predicted figures from the viccane deaths. Of course, what we
now know, is this will not be from the vuris but from the next surge in gamma ray radiation as more
cosmic energy hits our atmosphere.
It’s all smoke and mirrors and it seems at the moment that it is all going to plan for the deceivers.

If, by chance, the news of the increasing radiation is behind it all leaks out, they will go into their
normal mode of first denying it. They will then deny it more vigorously by rolling out the paid for
stools – the well-known names who have been given positions at the top of their fields within the
mainstream scientific narrative. If the truth about the radiation still persists, they will look to
character assassinate its promoters in the government controlled media.
At this stage you might be wondering why no one is talking about the problem being radiation and
not a vuris? The answer is all about misdirection and making the talking points and the arguments all
about the vuris.
Indeed the E’epa are really most concerned about is the public waking up to this deception.
You see the question that the E’epa are most afraid of coming out is therefore the following one:“If it’s the radiation that is the problem and not the vuris, then why do we need a viccane and a new
one every time we get another dose of radiation?”
You see, it was not just all about a coming financial reset, it was also about their desired effects from
the viccane.
There is too many of us for them to cope with and it looks as though they are trying to reduce our
numbers.

Knowing about this reality allows us to be best prepared for what is coming. We can emotionally
handle all that the E’epa are trying to do and when we are thinking calmly and rationally and not
emotionally, we can make the right decisions in regards to what we should be doing.

I will probably not be writing anymore about the vuris so if you are still interested in learning more
from this statistician, he has now added a facebook page called John Dee’s Almanac that you can
join.

https://mewe.com/join/johndeesalmanac

Well I must apologise for yet another lengthy newsletter and I promise the next one will be shorter.
Thank you so much for reading this far and please do forward this on to anyone you think may be
interested in this information and ready to receive its contents in a favourable way.
To help me in my work, please buy my books and services. The Grail Hunter novel which can be
found on my website www.roryduff.com is a great start.
With love and light and gratitude to you all
Rory

